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VARIATIONS OF INTERFEROMETER TYPES

U. Graeffr University of Dortmund* ILL Grenoble

The search for other interferometer configurations than
the LLL interferometer that has been proved to work
satisfactorily? has two reasons! First some disadvantages of
the LLL interferometer like the smearing of the beams over the
Borrmann fan or the loss of half of the intensity in the Laue
case mirror may be overcome by changing the geometry.

Secondly* problems of neutron optics like details of wave
propagation in perfect and nearly perfect crystals* coherence
etc. can be investigated by varying the properties of the
interferometer components.

We restrict the discussion to those interferometer types
where Bragg diffracting single crystals are used for beam
handling. Since the first operation of a LLL interferometer
with X-rays <BONSE & HART* 1965) many variations have been
proposed and some of them also operated. There exist several
reviews on the subject (BONSE* 1969* 1975* HARTr 197i> 1975*
BONSE & GRAEFF* 1977). So the purpose of this talk is to work
out the features of these variations under the aspect of
neutron interferometry.

General Considerations

Fig.l shows the two different geometries .of E<rass
diffraction using a plan parallel crystal slab of thickness tr
namely the Laue case and the Bragg case* together with the
Qualitative shape of the intensity profiles of the beams
emerging from the crystal when a spherical monochromatic wave
is incident.
The absorption is assumed to be practically zero as it is the
case with thermal neutrons and silicon crystals.

As it is wellknown from ordinary light interferometry
interference contrast has a maximum if the two interfering
beams have eaual intensity. Obviously the profiles given
above in both cases show auite different intensity
distributions in the two partial beams. This can also be
revealed by looking at the single crystal reflection curves-
essentially the Fourier transform -of the spatial amplitude
distributions in the emerging beams (Fig.2). Here the
intensities T(y) and R(y) of the transmitted and reflected
plane W3ves are plotted versus the parameter y the norms!ined
deviation of the direction of the incident plane wsve from the
kinematic Bragg ensile. The fine structure of these curves*
the so called Pendelloesuna oscillations' are strongly
governed by the? thickness of the crystal slabs expressed in
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Laue case Bragg case

Fig.l* Coherent beam splitting with Braaa diffracting
single crystals. Symmetrical Laue and Bragg geometry• The
intensity profiles of the outgoing beams are indicated
schematically neglecting Pendelloesung oscillations.

units of the extinction length Ael

cC =

h b c

cot Q2 (sym. Laue case)

, Bragg case)

<VC volume of the unit cell. Dh Debue Waller factor* Fh
structure amplituder bc coherent scattering lengthf dj,^ Bragg
spacing of the reflecting netplanes). Typical values with Si
220 reflection and 2 A neutron wavelength are 64 jj.m (Laue
case) and 39 ̂ tm (Bragg case).

Due to the rapid oscillations and the fact that
R(y)+T(y)=l» the condition R<y)«T(y) is fulfilled at very
distinct y-valuesr only. This is a completely different
situation from that with X-rays and absorbing crystals. There
the Borrmann transmission ensures R(y)»T(y) for all y.

In order to obtain maximum interference contrast it is
therefore evident that the analyzer crystal must act upon the
amplitudes in an exactly complementary manner to that of the
beam splitter. That is to say the beam transmitted through
the beam splitter must be reflected by the analyser and vice
versa where beam splitter and analyser have eaual thickness
and orientation. In addition the reflectivity of the mirrors
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Fi3.2J Single reflection (intrinsic) curves of the
components shown in Fis.l assuming a crystal thickness t=
10.2 Aet Rt reflected h-beam» TJ transmitted 0-beam. RT
product of R and T valid for consecutive reflection and
transmission in two crystals of eaual thickness.

must be the same. Conseauently the efficiency of Brass and
Laue case beam splitters and analyzers can be Judged by
comparing the products R • T. Due to the ranse of total
reflection the Brass case is obviously less suited than the
Laue case. With a crystal thickness t « 10 A e the inteSral
JR(y)T(y)dy is by a factor of 1,3 smaller for the Brass case.
The situation changes drastically when the Pendelloesuns
oscillations are surpressed by usins extremely thin crystal
lamellae with thickness t = 4,/w <FiS.3)» i.e. 10 - 20 >u.m.
The manufacture of such crystal platesr however* reouires some
technoloSical efforts in the future.

The above considerations yield another general result for
noriabsorbins interferometors. Among the two beams leaving the
analyzer we can only find one with 100X interference contrast*
because the other one is composed of partial beams with RR end
TT products* respectively.
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Fig.3i Same as Fid.2* but t= Note the flat top
R3T3 •

The design of interferometers is also influenced bu the
available spectral distribution of the neutron source* Fig.4
shows the neutron flu:: obtainable with different silicon
reflections plotted versus the Bragg angle £̂ » The curves are

Fig.4 5 Neutron flux at
the neutron guide H25» ILL
Grenoblet attainable with
different reflections of 3
perfect crystal Si
monochromator plotted versus
Bragg angle (theoretical
values). Note the low
contamination with higher
harmonics (111/333 and
220/440) for angles U P to
35°.

SHO'n/cm'-sec]
3

15 20 25 30 35 LQ £5 50 55 60 s

calculated from values aiver. by AGERON» 1972r for the H25
thermal neutron Suide. The angular range corresponds to the
available 0 -range of the D18 instrument. Fluxes worth to be
mentioned can be achieved with 111» 220 and 311 reflections.
At the moment the LLL interferometer used at the ILL is
operated at the maximum of the 220 curve.
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To compare the fluxes attainable with different
interferometer types among each other we calculate the
normalized integral reflectivity of each type on the y-seale
taking the value for the LLL interferometer as unitt

The additional weighin-2 factors for different reflections
and Bragg angles can be taken from Fig.4» If moreover the
spectral width accepted by the interferometer is restricted?
as it i the case with some chromatic interferometer types?
this has* of course» to he taken into account*

Interferometers with Two Components

In the two-component interferometers the different energy
flow directions of the two modes excited inside the crystal is
used to separate the interfering beams. In the Laue case the
h-beam is symmetric about its center and with sufficiently
thick crystals the separation is large enough to introduce a
phase object into one half of the beam cross section « Within
another crystal slab of eaual thickness the beam is focused to
the exit surfacer a fact* which

Fig.5! LL interferometer using the effect of diffraction
focusing* The asymmetric fore crystal deflects that part of
the incoming beam that would generate wave fields in the
middle of the Borrmarm fan.

was theoretically investigated by INDENBOM et al. <1975)» and
experimentally demonstrated by SUVORQV & POLOVINKINA <1?75>.
This so-called LL interferometer was proposed for neutrons by
KIKUTA et al. <197S). Experiments on that interferometer
type have been reported in previous talks. The use of an
entrance slit confining the cross section of the transmitted
beam of an asymmetric fore crystal which cuts the center of
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the Laue reflection curve produces two well separated beams
(Fig.5). The integral reflectivity normalised to the ILL
reflectivity varies between 0.5 and O.Sr depending on the
crystal thickness.

Fis.6* BB interferometer. Note the narrow cross section
on one beam path.

The corresponding Bragg case BB interferometer (HARTF
1971$ KIKUTA et al. 1975) is sketched in Fig.6. The optical
analogue is the Jamin interferometer. Here the second
propagation mode is generated by internal reflection at the
rear surface of the crystal plate. Although the reflectivity
factor is 0.22» this type has the remarkable feature of a
surface reflected beam the cross section of which is not
broadened by a Borrmann fan and thus can be reduced at will.
By scanning a sample put into that beam P3th» for instance» an
one-dimensional diffusion profile could be determined. Both
types are achromatic.

The Three-module Bragg Case Interferometer

The E<BB interferometer (Fia.7) was experimentally tested
(BQNSE & HART* 1966) soon after the first operation of the LLL
interferometer. The geometrical tolerances were found to be
almost enual to those valid for the L.3ue case interferometers.

Although Bragg case mirrors are used the total reflection
range cannot contribute to the interfering beams due to the
splitting process which can only take Place outside that
range. So the reflectivity factor is 0.65 when using three
lamellae of eau3l thickness t~10 A, If one uses rather
thick mirror plates so that the surface reflected beams reach
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Fig.7* BBB interferometer with three lamellae of eaual
thickness. Due to internal reflections several BB
interferometers are involved and the conseauence is a
multipeaked intensity profile of the outgoing beam. (The two
strongest contributions are displayed).

the detector solely* the reflectivity factor drops to 0.33,
On the contrary, an extremely thin lamella for beam splitting
and analysing as discussed abpver together with fairly thick
mirror Plates* increases the reflectivity to 2.7. If mirrors
with t = 10/}eare used the reflectivity factor is even 3.0.

The Four-module Laue Case Interferometer

If a fourth lamella is added to the LLL interferometer
and the center gapwidth is chosen twice as wide as the outer
ones the ray course of Fig. a results. This geometry,
proposed by BESIRGANYAN et al. (1973) contains three
interferometers superimposing beams in A., , Â ., Aj.

A closer examination yields the result that the contrast
nas a maximum m the 0-beams emerging from A< and A,, and in
the h-beam from Az. This geometry has two thinkable
applications? the crossing of interfering beams at P can be
used to reduce the necessary sample size considerably if the
sample Plate is to be rotated within both beams for Precise
bc - determination.

Secondly, with sufficiently thin crystal lamellae, all of
^ thickness t (a few tenth of a millimeter), favored by
diffraction focusing, samples Placed in the center gap should
be imaged Quite satisfactorily. The three Phase toPograPhs

2 + l"^ c o n t s i n different information about the sample
at the crossing P. The topographs from Aw and A, can

be interpreted 3 S 3 stereo Pair and give \orne
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FiS.8J LLLL
interferometer. Only strong
focused rays are displayed.
Phase shifts introduced around
P show UP at A^f Atr Aj» where
A t is the difference of AA and

three-dimensional
the difference of

informationr whereas the one from A j, imases
^ and A 3 thus eliminating 3 certain layer

3

of the sample where the coherent overlap of the partial beams
occurs. If the structure is not too complicated? it is
perhaps possible to reconstruct from all three toposraphs the
structure within that layert in other words to do phase
contrast tomography.

Mixed Brass-Laue Case Interferometers

With the use of Brass and Laue case components (BONSE S
HART» 1968) in one interferometer» refraction comes into pl3y.
As long as all crystal surfaces were parallel a plane wave
propasatins through the interferometer could be described by
the same value of the incidence parameter y in all components.

We will briefly discuss the refraction effects for
symmetrical Brass and Laue cases. The boundary conditions for
the neutron waves at the crystal surface reauire the
continuity of tangential components of the wave vectors K o and
K h r respectively. For the symmetrical Brass case these
tanSential components are identical for Ko and Kh -vectors.
If the ansle 0O between incident wave vector K „ and the net
planes increases* the ansle ©h of the exit wave vector does
the same. Not so for the symmetrical Laue case: here the
difference of the tangential components eauals the reciprocal
lattice vector according to Brass's law and hence 3n increase
of Qo causes 3 decrease of ©k.

For even reflections in silicon the center of the Laue
reflection curve is shifted to one edse of the tot3l
reflection range of the Brass curve leading to the relation
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aB = yL (2)

if the wave between the two components is travelling in
O-direction and to

if the wave is travelling in h-direction.

As an example we calculate the intensities of the partial
O-beams for the LBL-seometry»

TL(u) R3(y+1) RL<-y>

RL(y) R3(l-y) TL(-y>

(4)

(5)

Fis.9. LBBL
interferometer* Two aluminium
blocks are inserted into the
beam paths to compensate
refraction between Laue and
Braa^ parts* Note the bsam
stops to absorb internally
reflected waves unable to be
focused at the analyser*
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With R3(a) = 1 for /y/£ 1 we see immediately that I
has appreciable values between -2 - a ^0 whereas ^(a) is
confined to 0 £ a ̂ 2* mainly. Although a plane wave passing
ana mixed Laue-Bragg Geometry has on leave via both possible
paths the same direction a spherical wave is split into two
divergent beams*

We end UP with the result that interferometers composed
of Brass AND Laue modules show poor if any interference
contrast unless we succeed in correcting the refractive shift.
If the Bragg reflection curve is centered about the Laue
reflection curve the sign of y is still changing under certain
conditions according to relation (3) but does not influence
the result because R<a) and T(y) are symmetric about y
provided absorption can be neglected.

In the following we consider as the most promising missed
interferometer tape the LBBL version shown in Fig.9 which has
been operated both untuned (BONSE % HART* 1968) and tuned
(SPIEKERF 1977) with X-rays. Two possible ways of tuning have
been suggested* heating of the Bragg parts <or cooling of the
Laue parts) or rotating the Bragg mirrors with respect to the
Laue beam splitter and analyser in pairs. Both methods suffer
from high stability problems.

With neutrons* however* we can find a more elegant mean
to correct for refraction without touching the crystal*
Rectangular prisms with the same refractive index as si 1 iconr
for instance* made of aluminium which happens to differ by
0.25% in the refractive index? OP polycrystalline silicon put
into the transitional regions between Laue and Bragg modules
as indicated in Fig.9 will deviate the beams by the
appropriate amount.

Fig.10 illustrates the effect. On the right side the
single reflection curve of the h-beam is plotted both for
constructive and destructive interference of the untuned
version. A phase shift of n affects mainly the centre part
leaving a strong incoherent background. It is this part which
is favored by Borrmann transmission and so the untuned version
could be operated with X-rays. The left side of Fig.10 shows
the intrinsic curve if refraction is fully compensated. The
partial waves have eoual amplitudes for all values of y and
can interfere with 100% contrast.

When designing a LBBL interferometer one h35 to take care
that the Bragg parts are made thick enough to separate the
internally reflected waves from the surface reflected ones.
As they are not focused to the analyser they must by absorbed
by beam stops as indicated in the figure. For a maximum cross
section S the minimum crystal thickness t of the Bragg parts
is simply

t = S / 2 cos 0- (6)
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Fia.lOJ Intrinsic curves for the LBBL geometry
illustrating the effect of tuning* Riaht the untuned case
where a Phase shift TC reveals the incoherent background.
Left the tuned case with 100% interference contrast.

Furthermore the focusina of the surface reflected beams
is possible for one wavelength % t only* fixed by the lensth
to width ratio L/W of the interferometer. A chanae 3A /A in
wavelength moves the fccus away from the entrance surface of
the analyser by a distance dz related to the geometry by

4- W

From coherence calculations for the LLL geometry we know
that 4z should not exceed Ae/6. With (1) and <7> we
calculate the allowed spectral window

ic
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With 0= 27.5° and Si 220 reflection we find a value of
3.6*10"* for an interferometer width of W = 15 mm. This must
be compared with <JA/A = 5*10"* for the LLL interferometer when
usink the bicrustal arrangement.

The reflectivity of the LBBL is 1.6 times higher than the
LLL reflectivity leavina a net factor of .1.15 for the benefit
of the LBBL interferometer. That maKes it a valuable
instrument for precision b c - measurements of small samples
which can be placed into the beam crossing. If we compare the
reflectivity with that of the LLLL interferometer which has
the coherent overlap accessible for samples* too* the
intensity dain is even higher.

Three-beam Case Interferometer

Beam splitting in a more symmetric way can also be
achieved by simultaneous reflection st two different sets of
net planes.

Fis.lli
Three-beam case
interferometer with
coplanar beams to be
used with Si 440*404
and % = 1,6627 A" or
Si 220.202 and I =
3.3255 A".

After two consecutive coplanar reflections the partial beams
are focused at the analyser and leave the interferometer in
0-direction. Fia.ll shows the sketch of the Si 440*404
version which has been operated successfully with synchrotron
radiation (GRAEFF t BONSE* 1977).

The uniaue feature of this arrangement is the complete
absence of any beam widening by Borrmann trianales which
favors it for hi3h resolution phase contrast topography with a
typical resolution of several microns. Unfortunately the
built-in spectral window of the coplanar three-beam case of
the order of 10 " r reauires the use of such an intense source
like a synchrotron. Even with a three-dimensional ray course
when all wavelengths can be focused the small acceptance range
confined to 3 solid ansile of 10 ~s sterad or less is a severe
limit to the luminoscity.
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Similar arguments hold for interferometers of the
Michelson type proposed for Angstrom ranae- interferometry and
resonators (DESLATTES* 19681 HART? 1975). They all use
multiple beam cases for beam handling*

Most of the interferometer types discussed so far have
never been used with neutrons. Some of them shouldn't be but
some of them appear to complete the neutron interferometru
instrumentation Quite well.
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